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UK Resident Individuals Personal Property Ownership –Unit Trusts as the Alternative to Companies
By Anthony L. Murty
It has been long established practice for UK residential property occupied by non-UK domiciliaries to be owned by an offshore investment company. Usually the company is owned by an offshore trust of which the individual and his family are the beneficiaries. This type of arrangement insulates the property from a potential charge to Inheritance Tax11 Inheritance Tax Act 1984  that would otherwise arise on the death of the individual and from capital gains tax on disposal.
In Barbados traditionally property purchased by non-residents has been acquired through the purchase of a company established outside of Barbados. Often a BVI company. Developers from outside of Barbados have usually purchased land into one offshore company then sub-divided before development into separate BVI companies each company representing the plot of land to be developed and resold by a sale of the company to the ultimate owner. The reason for this is to avoid the cost of the Barbados Property Transfer Tax22 Property Transfer Tax Act CAP.84A which at one time was as high as 18% divided between purchaser and vendor. The current rate of the tax is 7.5% payable by the vendor. Recently developers have found a sales resistance from purchasers resident in the UK to buy the shares in the offshore company.
The problem is the same for both types of property owner; it is the potential of a liability that may arise from an income tax charge on the value of a benefit assessed for the personal use of the property33 Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 (ITEPA 2003), Part 3, Chap. 5.. 
Living accommodation provided to an employee or a member of an employee’s family or household by reason of the employment is a benefit44 ITEPA 2003 s/97(1), treated as earnings on which that employee is chargeable to income tax. It is clear that the benefits code can apply in respect of “shadow directors”. A “shadow director”55 ITEPA 2003 s.67(1) is a person in accordance with whose directions or instructions the directors of a company are accustomed to act. A non- domiciled individual who is resident and ordinarily resident or, resident in the UK is taxable on foreign earnings when received (remitted to) in the UK.
The traditional arrangements using a trusts and offshore companies do not insulate the family from a charge to income tax on the true market value rental of the property. Even if true management and control can be demonstrated to be from offshore the occupier of the property is likely to be within the charge to income tax on the benefit-in-kind from his occupation. We know that in most cases the owner occupier of property owned by an offshore company will, because of the usual propensity to meddle in the management of the property that he occupies, be a person who, although not actually in the employment of a company, falls into the definition of “shadow director”, thereby making him liable to tax on the benefit of occupying a property rent-free. 
A new approach can now be adopted to the planning for UK residents who plan to occupy themselves or by family members property funded from personal wealth. At the present time, under current law, part of this new arrangement provides for the mitigation of the charge to Stamp Duty Land Tax66 Finance Act 2003 Part 4. on the transfer of legal ownership of UK property. In Barbados there is one charge to Property Transfer Tax on the vendor when the land is first acquired. 

The Alternative
The new alternative is a Unit Trust established in a jurisdiction that does not regulate a Private Unit Trust (“PUT”) in the same manner as a Unit Trust where the units are made available to the public or are offered to the public in any way. Such a PUT can be compared with a “Thin Trust” where the beneficiaries are the same persons as those who contribute to the fund or such persons as they may nominate. The unit trust is a legal structure whereby legal ownership of the trust assets is vested in a trustee who holds these on trust for the benefit of the unit holders.
The financial services regulations and the companies acts of some countries where the tax legislation is favourable make them unsuitable locations to establish a PUT either because of the excessive restrictions, large free capital requirements or due to the costs of compliance. Jersey is a suitable place to establish such a PUT.
Consent to the establishment of a property unit trust must be obtained from the Jersey regulator77 Collective Investment Funds (Jersey) Law 1988, the Jersey Financial Services Commission (the “Commission”). This takes the form of a consent to the raising of money and issue of units under the COBO88 Control of Borrowing (Jersey) Order 1958. A unit trust can be established as a very private unit trust where there are no more than 15 investor unit holders. For such structures the authorisation process has been streamlined and consent will usually be granted within two or three days. Details of beneficial owners are required to be disclosed to the Commission on a confidential basis. 
Trust company business is regulated under the FS Law99 Financial Services (Jersey) Law 1998. Where the trustee of a unit trust is a professional corporate trustee it will have a registration under the FS Law. However, it is possible to establish a special purpose company to act as a private trustee company that, subject to meeting certain criteria, can take the advantage of an exemption from the requirement to register under the FS Law. 
The trustee/administrator will need to complete due diligence enquiries to meet its obligations under the Island’s anti-money laundering legislation. 
The property should be introduced into the PUT as seed capital with the Unit Trust document giving the Members special rights as tenants in common of occupation of the property that is the subject of the trust investment. 
In relation to property in Barbados it is a requirement of the Companies Act that any foreign company, the special purpose company, owning Barbados property should be registered as an external company110 Companies Act. CAP. 308.
	Part III, Division B)
	s.326 	(1). No External company shall begin to carry on any undertaking in Barbados until it is 			registered under this Act.
	s.324 	(1) (b) “undertaking” means, in relation to an external company. any business or 	undertaking carried on by the external company 
	(2) An external company is carrying on an undertaking in Barbados if
       (a). it holds title to any land in Barbados or has an interest in any such land:0 Apart from the initial registration111 s.3301 an annual return112 s.343 Not later than 1st April in each year.2 is required to keep the company in good standing. The ownership of external companies is not a matter of public record and no financial reporting is necessary. 
Property unit trusts have recently become very popular as a result of changes in the UK legislation relating to stamp duty land tax. Transfers of units in offshore unit trusts that hold interests in land situated in the UK are exempt from the SDLT113 Finance Act 2003 s. 1013. 
The tax advantages of the Jersey unit trust are that it is transparent for UK income tax purposes so long as the trust contains provisions that ensure that the unit trust’s income is vested directly in the unit holders as it arises and does not form part of the trust fund. Also, where the trustee is located offshore and the unit trust is managed and controlled offshore, the trustee will be exempt from UK capital gains tax on the sale of UK property. Capital gains tax will be chargeable on the unit holder on the disposal of the units to a new owner but the non-domiciled individual will only be liable on a remittance basis. 
When at some future date the owner wishes to sell the property and to avoid the imposition of any transfer tax, he would sell the units. The new purchaser can change the directors of the special purpose trust company, with the consent of the Financial Services Commission. Changes in the ownership of the PUT are effected by a simple assignment, with no stamp duty payable, no stamp duty land tax in the UK or property transfer tax in Barbados.
Tax on benefits.
The UK resident owner is not a director of the PUT special purpose company. The UK Revenue may or may not regard him as a shadow director of the company. But it makes no difference: he does not and cannot receive any benefit from the company for the very good reason that the company has no benefit to offer him; the company is simply a trustee and has no right to occupy or enjoy the property and cannot therefore confer any such right on anybody. The owner enjoys that right in his capacity as a beneficiary of the units.


